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About PowerPoint 2000Traditionally, presenters have
had to travel to reach audiences in different parts of the
world. With today's technologies, this is no longer
necessary. Using Microsoft PowerPoint 2000, presenters
can now easily and inexpensively collaborate on
presentations and show them to remote audiences
without leaving their offices. PowerPoint 2000 offers new
ease-of-use features that speed users through
presentation development and help users deliver Webbased presentations to remote audiences. Let this NEW
Made Simple book guide you through the new features
of PowerPoint 2000 and help you make the most of the
product.
How I Made 2,00,000 In The Stock Market Nicholas
Darvas, author of How I Made 2,000,000 in the Stock
Market, concluded that Wall Street was nothing more
than a huge gambling casino. It bristled with dealers,
croupiers and touts--and he explained all of this in a later
highly successful book, Wall Street: The Other Las
Vegas. How I Made 2,000,000 in the Stock Market is an
extraordinary book. It tells one of the most unusual
success stories in the history of the stock market. Darvas
was not a stock market professional trading on inside
information. He was one half of the highest paid dance
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team in show business. Ye he was able to make himself
a millionaire several times over by his unique investment
approach. Unlike other so--called systems, it worked
regardless of whether the market rose or fell. When
news of Darvas' fantastic profits and methods leaked
out, he was featured in Time Magazine. He then was
persuaded to write a book which became an instant hit,
selling nearly 200,00 copies in eight weeks. Many of the
companies talked about in this book no longer exist.
Many of the stocks are no longer traded. Nevertheless,
the basic principles are as sound as ever.
"Made in California is divided into five twenty-year
sections, each including a narrative essay discussing the
history of that era and highlighting topics relevant to its
visual culture."--BOOK JACKET.
A collection of 17 papers by graduate students, taken
from a symposium held at Oxford in 2000, presenting
new and on-going research on a variety of aspects of
Egytptian society, art, culture and history. Subjects
include: royal sculpture, women's public health, dental
health, transportation of quarried stone, tomb
construction, Byzantine Egypt, and much more.
Experts estimate that as many as 98,000 people die in
any given year from medical errors that occur in
hospitals. That's more than die from motor vehicle
accidents, breast cancer, or AIDS--three causes that
receive far more public attention. Indeed, more people
die annually from medication errors than from workplace
injuries. Add the financial cost to the human tragedy, and
medical error easily rises to the top ranks of urgent,
widespread public problems. To Err Is Human breaks the
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silence that has surrounded medical errors and their
consequence--but not by pointing fingers at caring health
care professionals who make honest mistakes. After all,
to err is human. Instead, this book sets forth a national
agenda--with state and local implications--for reducing
medical errors and improving patient safety through the
design of a safer health system. This volume reveals the
often startling statistics of medical error and the disparity
between the incidence of error and public perception of
it, given many patients' expectations that the medical
profession always performs perfectly. A careful
examination is made of how the surrounding forces of
legislation, regulation, and market activity influence the
quality of care provided by health care organizations and
then looks at their handling of medical mistakes. Using a
detailed case study, the book reviews the current
understanding of why these mistakes happen. A key
theme is that legitimate liability concerns discourage
reporting of errors--which begs the question, "How can
we learn from our mistakes?" Balancing regulatory
versus market-based initiatives and public versus private
efforts, the Institute of Medicine presents wide-ranging
recommendations for improving patient safety, in the
areas of leadership, improved data collection and
analysis, and development of effective systems at the
level of direct patient care. To Err Is Human asserts that
the problem is not bad people in health care--it is that
good people are working in bad systems that need to be
made safer. Comprehensive and straightforward, this
book offers a clear prescription for raising the level of
patient safety in American health care. It also explains
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how patients themselves can influence the quality of care
that they receive once they check into the hospital. This
book will be vitally important to federal, state, and local
health policy makers and regulators, health professional
licensing officials, hospital administrators, medical
educators and students, health caregivers, health
journalists, patient advocates--as well as patients
themselves. First in a series of publications from the
Quality of Health Care in America, a project initiated by
the Institute of Medicine
"E-Commerce, ASP, COM, SQL Server, business
analytics, pipelines, B2B, BizTalk, migrating from Site
Server 3.0 Commerce Edition"--Cover.
Thousands of people have already discovered that Made
Simple Computer Books gives them what they want fast!
" I haven't found any other books worth recommending
until these. Clear, accurate, well presented, jargon free,
well targeted. Easy to follow to perform a task. Ideal for
the first time user."By a combination of tutorial approach,
with tasks to do and easy steps, the MADE SIMPLE
series of Computer Books from British publisher
Butterworth-Heinemann, using British authors and
designed for a European audience, stands above all
others.Let this book, endorsed by CompuServe, as the
official CompuServe book show you how to get the most
out of CompuServe.

This publication highlights the role played by
transportation in the history of immigration to
Canada in the 20th century. It traces the key
changes in how newcomers came, arriving by ship
and then travelling overland
by train until eventually
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the jetliner became the preferred means of travel.
With these changes in transport mode came
changes in immigration & refugee policy which are
also discussed.
Explains the year 2000 date conversion computer
problem and offers practical solutions to implement,
as well as guidance on technical issues, the best
tools, methodologies, and service providers
The book provides an introduction to Works 2000 for
new users, with the assumption that the new Works
user probably has little prior experience of
computers. It starts with the basics of screen control
and file management, then looks at each of the main
components in turn. The focus is on what is being
processed - text, numbers, etc - rather than the
application being used, as the same techniques
recur in different applications.
Thirty papers from the November 2000 conference
present research results that encompass new
communication technologies and enable novel
networked applications. The major networking areas
discussed are protocol design, implementation, and
analysis; network QoS, error control, and service
management; multicasting; TCP performance; and
network end-to-end service and management.
Topics include hop integrity in computer networks,
dynamic internet overlay deployment and
management using the X-Bone, IP multicast fault
recovery in PIM over OSPF, an image transport
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protocol for the internet, and a topology-independent
fair queuing model in ad hoc wireless networks. No
subject index. Annotation copyrighted by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR.
"How did a world-famous dancer with no knowledge of
the Stock Market, or of finance in general, make 2 million
dollars in the stock market in 18 months starting with
only $10,000? ... In this new edition ... Steve Burns uses
his experience to offer explanations as to why the
methods are still reliable"--Page 4 of cover.
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2000 unites, in a single product,
enterprise application integration, business-to-business
integration, and the advanced Orchestration technology
in BizTalk to allow developers, IT professionals, and
business analysts to build dynamic business processes
that span applications, platforms, and businesses over
the Internet. "Microsoft Biztalk Server 2000 Documented"
provides the complete printed documentation for BizTalk
Server 2000, including instructions to help you to build
dynamic business processes, integrate applications and
business partners, and ensure business-to-business
interoperability through open standards such as
Extensible Markup Language (XML). This documentation
set also contains white papers created by the Microsoft
product team to help you deploy BizTalk Server 2000
quickly and effectively.
Fernmeldetechnik, elektrische Nachrichtentechnik,
Informationstechnik ; Nachrichtentheorie, Kybernetik,
Informationstheorie, Kommunikationstechnik ;
Satellitentechnik, Fernmeldesatellit, Nachrichtensatellit ;
Prognose (Management).
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Useful for one, two, or three-term courses in Office
Technology/Occupations/Administration departments. All
texts integrate the learning of word processing with the
proper formatting of business documents, language arts
reinforcement, vocabulary building, and critical thinking
practice.

The Philippine Institute for Development Studies
(PIDS) presents the full text of the May 1998
discussion paper entitled "Beyond 2000:
Assessment of the Economy and Policy
Recommendations--Dealing with Agrarian Reform,"
written by Marideth R. Bravo and Blanquita R.
Pantoja. The text is available in PDF format. This
paper discusses agrarian reform in the Philippines
and provides recommendations for planning and
implementation
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